Abstract. After the quantum computing attack algorithm was proposed, the traditional public key cryptosystem makes people feel uneasy. So, looking for a quantum computer era can still guarantee a secure password system is a very meaningful work. In this paper, we introduce the theory of braided group, and use the left standard type and D.H. key exchange protocol of braided group to design a cryptosystem that can resist quantum attack. In the absence of any sacrifice, an algorithm is improved to make the algorithm more symmetrical and more efficient. We write the program used C++, compiled in Linux, and test it successful.
Introduction
We know that the security assumption of public key cryptography is often based on a complex computational problem, but with the rapid development of quantum technology, we need to reconsider these issues. Shor algorithm proposed by Shor[1] in 1994 proved in polynomial time for large integer factorization and discrete logarithm problem, resulting in a threat to the RSA. Since then, the Shor algorithm has a great development, in 2003, Proos and Zalka [12] Shor's quantum algorithm is extended to elliptic curve, the discrete logarithm problem solving on the elliptic curve (ECDLP) of the quantum algorithm. These algorithms need to be run in a quantum computer to achieve the desired effect. In recent years the rapid development of quantum technology, also means that the code system of the existing public key threat is increasing. For password can resist quantum analysis is particularly important.
The latest research shows that the cipher braid groups are safe for quantum algorithm. According to the existing Diffie-Hellman (DH) proposed key exchange algorithm [3 4 ], braid group as the carrier to construct the key exchange algorithm, which gives an improved AAG [5 6 ] algorithm. The algorithm equivalence but the realization of speed the 6] algorithm is superior to AAG [5] , most of the existing design. The braid group password are based on the conjugacy search problem or its variants, we present a problem in the semigroup is braid, and prove that its complexity is higher than the same conjugacy search problem. This problem based on the proposed semi group key exchange algorithm visible. The security of the algorithm is better than AAG [5 6 ] algorithm.
Braid Groups
We can see the braid as an endless braid which twisted by a number of string. As shown in the figure, there are some the same strands(Number them in sequence) crossing with each other.
It might be some winding strings from small to large numbers, arranged from left to right. The left string right across the string is positive braid, contrary to the inverse braid. Given the number of the strands n, we can denote the braid group Bn. The following definitions are given:
Definition 1 Let n > 0 is a natural number, we define the n-braid group, 
We always
,as generated by the inverse of the generators and itself, which any sequence of it is a word on braid n B . In braid groups, Both of words is the same if consisting of braids in the same way or through the above two points ( 1 )( 2 )can be transformed into the same form.
We believe that: the value of braids can be unified, but can have different forms. For example: 4*8=2*16=32, 4*8 and 2*16 are words' two different forms of expression. Then we call the value of the braid a word. After the paper will describe any braids can be expressed as a unique form, e.i. left-normal form.
It is called positive braids, if a word does not contain its' any inverse. All of the positive braids form a hemigroup, denoted as Bn + . This is a very important semigroup, after the paper will describe a cryptographic algorithm in this semigroup. call these two elements are mutually conjugate.
The Fundamental Braid
Definition 4 Let Bn is a braid group, the fundamental braid is defined as :
From the geometric point of view, it is a special braids, n braids intertwined with each other, but any two braids crossing only once. In case of confusion as  ,the fundamental braid has many good properties.
Lemma 1:
Deduction 1 If w is a word on braid group, then 
Normal Form
Mentioned the relationship between words and braids, braid words, word form. If the braid group in each word only expressed as a kind of form, this form is called the standard type, the introduction of standard type can help us distinguish each braids are equal. Comprehensive standard research a variety of available [7] , now [8] , [9] , this paper introduces left standard type [2] . proposed by Garside.
Definition 7
The greatest common divisor of x and y written to y x  . 
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Improved AAG Algorithm
The algorithm of AAG [5, 6 ] is a very interesting algorithm, the paper studies the connotation of this concept and proposes an improved algorithm of AAG [5, 6] , aimed at strengthening the private key security and algorithm efficiency. Definition 8 u is defined function in braid group, Bn, , its parameter can be any number of braids. When given the u function parameters and braid integer n, the function u and its inverse parameters from braid randomly generated a long n sequence. The paper name u function as key generator.
We selected two groups and in any braid group respectively as the public key of Alice and Bob. They respectively using the public key parameters, using the private key generator u and v to get the private key, private key generation mode of the following steps of secrecy: 
In AAG[5, the 6] algorithm, then the function of u,v with the same length of randomly generated public key private key. Here to strengthen the definition of the generating function of the private key, and can according to the needs of users to generate arbitrary length of the key, which can improve the security of the private key in a certain extent, to increase the security of cryptosystem.
The second step with the AAG [5, 6] is different, although simply swap the order, but in the third step reduces the amount of computation. This is because in the first two steps we have calculated s, R inverse, Alice finally only the data into the u function can be obtained from the AAG [5 6 ] need to have a second inverse algorithm. This has greatly increased the efficiency of the algorithm.
Improved AAG Algorithm and the Speed Comparison of the AAG Algorithm
Calling the database written by Steven University, we implemented the improved AAG [5, 6] algorithm and the original algorithm in the Linux environment, by changing the length of the braid test program running time. The abscissa below indicates the length of the braid, and a unit represents 40 It's easy to see the improved algorithm is much more efficient. This shows that the process allows Alice and Bob to obtain a common secret, S = T, and distribute the key safely, and enable users to create shared symmetric keys. 
Conclusion
Based on the password on the braid group can be applied to the signature and encryption, authentication and decryption, etc., and the main discussion of this paper is based on DH key exchange system [3] [4] for key distribution. First, according to AAG [5, 6] algorithm on the computer to achieve the operation rate and some of the characteristics of the algorithm, given an improved AAG algorithm, strictly prove its safety equivalent, and further use of experimental science shows that the improved algorithm operation rate is significantly improved.
